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    CALEB   CRAIN    

   The early literature of New York’s 
moneyed class   

   Because a June thunderstorm had washed out the railroad tracks ahead, the 
pleasure party would not be able to reach Saratoga that evening. Fortunately, 
a stone’s throw from the stalled train was a hotel. It looked improbably grand, 
but the travelers – Harry Masters; his wife, Clara; and their friend Edward 
Ashburner – decided to stay there for the night. They were going to be rough-
ing it. Despite the eight columns in the hotel’s portico, the bedding turned out 
to have bugs, and the other guests were not the sort of people Harry and Clara 
Masters socialized with back in the city. 

 Ashburner, who was from England, was still learning the customs of the 
American leisure class. During dinner he observed a new one. All the guests ate 
at a   common table, and in order to shut out the diners not of “our set,” Harry 
and Clara spoke   French. They spoke it rather freely, in fact – so freely that a 
man across the table began to stare. Ashburner was afraid that the staring man 
spoke French too and didn’t like what he was hearing. But then the man ate 
some pound cake and cheese, together, and Ashburner knew they were safe. 

 “Oh, that’s nothing,” said Harry, when told of Ashburner’s fear and how it 
had been dispelled. “Did you never, when you were on the lakes, see them eat 
ham and molasses?”  #    

  So went the   class war in mid-nineteenth-century New York. If you live in 
dread that the syrup will trickle over and contaminate the bacon, now you 
know why. 

 Harry, Clara, and Edward are $ ctional characters created by a writer 
named   Charles Astor Bristed in #%&". Two years earlier, Bristed had inherited 
a Manhattan house, ninety city lots, and a country seat from his grandfather, 
John   Jacob Astor, at his death the richest man in America. In other words, 
Bristed didn’t write for money. He wrote because he wanted to record for 
posterity (or at any rate for the English, who doubted) that in New York 
there existed “a set of exquisites – daintily-arrayed men, who spend half 
their income on their persons, and shrink from the touch of a woolen glove.” 
The word  metrosexual  had not yet been invented, but Bristed did have a 
name for the men and women he was describing. He called them   the “upper 
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ten thousand” – a phrase coined in #%'' by another chronicler of New York 
high society, Nathaniel   Parker Willis. Bristed quali$ ed the term, because he 
found it a bit too inclusive. Actually, he explained, “the people so designated 
are hardly as many hundreds.”  (   

 He was being snooty. But it was an important part of the   myth of early 
America that its rich were puny in numbers and insigni$ cant in the broader 
scheme of things. “In America there are but few wealthy persons,” the 
French nobleman and amateur sociologist Alexis   de Tocqueville wrote in 
#%)&, adding that “In America most of the rich men were formerly poor.” 
Even Herman   Melville, who took few of America’s myths about itself for 
granted, wrote in his #%&( novel  Pierre  that “In our cities families rise and 
burst like bubbles in a vat.”  )   

 For more than a century historians agreed. But in the late #!*"s, when 
+ attering generalizations about American equality came in for vigorous dis-
respect, a historian named   Edward Pessen decided to sift through New York 
City’s tax assessment records to $ nd out if wealth had in fact been as evenly 
distributed and as unstable as Tocqueville thought. He discovered, among 
other things, that New York City had had approximately ##) millionaires in 
#%'&.  '   And he rediscovered   Bristed’s world, in which wealthy New Yorkers 
were dyeing their mustaches and elaborating rules about cocktails while 
  Henry James was still in short pants. 

 In his #!,) book  Riches, Class, and Power before the Civil War , Pessen 
titled his chapters with Tocqueville-discom$ ting questions: “Were There 
Truly Rich Americans in the ‘Era of the Common Man’?”, “Were Rich 
Americans … Self-Made Men?”, “Did Fortunes Rise and Fall Mercurially 
During the ‘Age of Fluidity’?”, and “Equality of Opportunity?” Yes, no, 
no, and forget about it, he answered, dourly and statistically. Furthermore, 
compared to their contemporaries, the rich of #%'& were not just rich but 
oppressively, disproportionately rich. By Pessen’s reckoning, the top #% of 
New York families then owned half the city’s wealth. (For comparison’s 
sake, consider that in (""' the top #% of American households owned )'% 
of the nation’s wealth.) Despite   Tocqueville’s belief that “wealth circulates 
with inconceivable rapidity” in America, when Pessen checked the back-
grounds of wealthy New Yorkers of #%(% and #%'&, he found that !&% 
had been born to “rich and/or eminent” parents. In #!%(, a scholar named 
Frederic Cople   Jaher attempted to debunk Pessen, but his not altogether 
convincing analysis of the “vintage of fortune” in New York City in #%(% 
and #%&*–&, only lowered the proportion of wealth that was inherited to 
  ,"%. In short, the way Charles Astor Bristed came into his money was the 
rule not the     exception.  &   

 * 
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 New Yorkers of the day would not have been terri$ cally surprised to learn 
any of this; citizens were then fascinated by socioeconomic extremes and 
read about them avidly. The trend had begun in the #%)"s, when a new breed 
of newspapers, known as   the “penny press,” sought to win a mass reader-
ship with lower prices and a lower moral tone. In search of cheap laughs, 
the  New York Sun , the  New York Transcript , and the  New York Herald  sent 
reporters to the police courts to collect funny things said by drunks, and in 
search of cheap thrills they published verbatim the transcripts of murder 
trials. In particularly sensational cases, such as that of Helen Jewett, a pros-
titute killed with a hatchet in #%)*, the papers competed so $ ercely to add 
detail that, almost incidentally, they invented   investigative journalism – the 
practice of going out to $ nd stories instead of waiting for them at one’s 
desk.  *     Edgar A. Poe took an interest in the #%'# murder of Mary Rogers, 
an attractive twenty-year-old who sold cigars in downtown Manhattan. He 
transposed the case to Paris, renamed the victim “Marie Rogêt,” and set 
his $ ctional creation C. Auguste Dupin, the $ rst   detective in literature, to 
solve the $ ctional case – which Poe carefully distinguished, in a metaphysi-
cal postscript, from the real one.  ,   

 In Britain and Europe, writers known today as   + âneurs (French for 
“strollers”) combed cities for urban vignettes – humorous, outrageous, or 
poignant – and in America, too, such essays appeared in relatively sophisti-
cated magazines such as the    Knickerbocker  as early as the #%)"s. Poe hated 
the  Knickerbocker  for its tame and   genteel   conservatism – of its editor he 
was to write that “an apple, in fact, or a pumpkin, has more angles” – and 
though he himself sometimes wrote as a New York + âneur, he questioned 
the premises of the genre in his #%'" story “The Man of the Crowd,” in 
which the wish to $ nd meaning in urban + otsam leads to a wild goose chase 
and the brink of a psychological abyss.  %   

 The New York slice of life survived Poe’s   analysis, however, to be taken 
up by a very different literary genius,   Charles Dickens, who visited the city 
in #%'(. In  American Notes , Dickens described $ ddling and tambourine-
playing at a mixed-race dance hall and squalor in a slum district known as 
Five   Points. Taking a dim view of the young   democracy, the novelist noted 
that swine ran free in the city. “He is in every respect a republican pig,” 
Dickens wrote of a representative porker, “going wherever he pleases, and 
mingling with the best society, on an equal, if not superior footing.” New 
Yorkers were appalled and mesmerized.  !   

 Despite Dickens’s pioneering example, however, down-and-out New 
York did not really come into its literary own until   #%'%. In February of 
that year, Benjamin A.   Baker’s play    A Glance at New York  introduced the 
character of   Mose, a butcher and volunteer $ reman who spoke in dialect, 
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brawled readily, saved abandoned babies, and enjoyed minstrel songs (see 
  Figure !  on p. &" ). “The $ re-boys may be a little rough outside, but they’re 
all right here,” Mose told the audience, touching his hand to his heart. 
New Yorkers loved him. Not only did  A Glance at New York  have a long 
run and more than a dozen sequels, but Mose leapt into American folk-
lore.  #"   That same winter, a journalist and former sailor named   Edward Z. 
C. Judson, who called himself Ned Buntline, began to write and publish 
a novel titled  The Mysteries and Miseries of New York . Mose appears in 
it, though his girlfriend, Lize, has a larger role, as a big-$ sted thief with a 
soft heart. Buntline also borrows con men from Baker’s play, the dance-
hall and slum visited by   Dickens, and the murdered cigar girl $ ctional-
ized by   Poe. Though at least one scholar has rightly called  Mysteries and 
Miseries  “a remarkably bad novel,” it’s a treasury of slang (“You look as 
if you’d just been dragged through a sick Frenchman,” one character says 
to another, upon recognizing his hangover) and can still offer vulgar read-
erly   pleasures.  ##   Its revelations of   criminal life were plundered in turn by a 
third writer,   George G. Foster, in the summer of #%'%, for a series of  New 
York Tribune  vignettes collected as  New York in Slices, by an Experienced 
Carver  and soon followed up by a similar collection,  New York by Gas-
Light, with Here and There a Streak of Sunshine . Less cheery than Baker’s 
play and less sentimental than Judson’s novel, Foster’s sketches offer jour-
nalistic precision: the cries of waiters in cheap restaurants (“biledamand 
cabbage shillin, ricepudn sixpnce, eighteen-pence – at the barf you please – 
lobstaucensammingnumberfour – yes sir!”), what prostitutes really think 
of their profession (“I feel as if I ought to be pretty well satis$ ed with the 
way I have managed to get on in the world”), and the dark truth about 
couples who go to ice-cream parlors (“They are evidently man and wife – 
though not each   other’s!”).  #(   

 The explosion of interest in New York’s proletariat and lumpenproletar-
iat was to touch writers of all kinds. When   Walt Whitman self-published 
his book  Leaves of Grass  in #%&&, the look that he affected in the frontis-
piece – a work shirt with the collar open, a broad-brimmed hat, and a rakish 
sidways slouch – owed something to Mose (see   Figure " , p. ,, ). Whitman’s 
reference to “foofoos” (“Washes and razors for foofoos … for me freckles 
and a bristling beard”) may puzzle readers today, but New Yorkers of his 
time would have known the word from  A Glance at New   York :

   506250   . What’s foo-foos? 
  7680   . Why, foo-foos is outsiders, and outsiders is foo-foos. 
  506250 .   I’m as wise now as ever. 
  7680 . Well, as you’re a greenhorn, I’ll enlightin you. A foo-foo, or outsider, is 

a chap wot can’t come de big $ gure.  #)     
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   Herman Melville seems to have painted from   Judson’s and   Foster’s palette in 
the second half of his novel  Pierre , when the hero takes two young women 
to an unnamed metropolis and they land on their $ rst night in a police sta-
tion full of prostitutes, drunks, and thieves. And though Melville shifted the 
setting from   Broadway to a steamboat, he devoted an entire novel to one of 
the city’s most colorful criminals, the Con$ dence   Man, who $ rst began ask-
ing citizens to trust him with their watches in #%', and was given his name 
by the  New York Herald  as early as   #%'%.  #'   

 New York   low life became a literary staple. Readers with a taste for it 
could turn to new, more subjective guides to the city like   Joel H. Ross’s 
 What I Saw in New-York  (#%&#) or   William M. Bobo’s  Glimpses of New-
York City  (#%&() and later to such compendia as   Matthew Hale Smith’s 
 Sunshine and Shadow in New York  (#%*%; see   Figure #  ) and   James Dabney 
McCabe’s  Lights and Shadows of New York Life  (#%,(). Urban crowd-
ing was satirized in Thomas   Butler Gunn’s  The Physiology of New York 
Boarding-Houses  (#%&,), and   urban childhood was sentimentalized in 
  Solon Robinson’s  Hot Corn: Life Scenes in New York Illustrated  (#%&') 
and   Charles Loring Brace’s  The Dangerous Classes of New York  (#%,().  #&   
In the twentieth and twenty-$ rst centuries, the genre has been studied by 
such scholars as Hans Bergmann, David Reynolds, Karen Halttunen, John 
F. Kasson, William Chapman Sharpe, Dell Upton, and Luc Sante, and thanks 
to   Martin Scorsese’s $ lm  Gangs of New York  ((""(), the image of the city 
projected in it has become widely known.  #*         

 But as it happens, the literature of New York’s   overclass in the decades 
before the Civil War was nearly as proli$ c as that of its underclass, though 
it is less well known. It was for the most part written by the rich   themselves, 
and perhaps because of that, the touch of these writers was lighter. They 
were, however, just as prodigal with detail. 

   Bristed was an insider. At his death, one obituarist noted that he had “made 
himself a sort of champion of the cultivated minority of his countrymen.” 
Another remarked that “It was pleasant to see him with his horses.” He did 
not write about his world to share it with the poor and the middle classes. 
He wrote because he liked to show off.  #,   

 Like most people who write about their own class, Bristed gestured 
toward critique and reform. But in his case, the gestures were exceptionally 
mild. “Sometimes you will see  slices  of lemon put into a cobbler – nothing 
can be more destructive; avoid everything but the yellow peel,” he cautioned 
those who aspired to mix his favorite drink, the sherry cobbler.  #%   

 It does not seem to have occurred to Bristed that readers who happened 
to lack a trust fund might $ nd his tone off-putting. “There is something 
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peculiarly   disagreeable in an American crowd,” he complained, when 
Masters and Ashburner visited a racetrack, “from the fact that no class has 
any distinctive dress. The gentleman and the workingman, or the ‘loafer,’ 
wear clothes of the same kind, only in one case they are new and clean, 
in the other, old and dirty.” It is  so  vexing of the poor to resist wearing 
something nicely distinctive, like sackcloth. Bristed’s compassionless   conser-
vatism is strangely refreshing, if you are in the mood to indulge a fantasy 
identi$ cation with socioeconomic evil. And the sherry cobbler does sound 
nice. A sugared lemon peel, half a cup of pounded ice, and dark sherry. 
Shake in a tumbler and drink through a straw,  only  on a hot summer day. 
According to Bristed, three glasses an hour “will be enough.”  #!   

 For a recognizably modern ambivalence toward the upper class, a reader 
must turn to the writer who invented the concept of the upper ten   thou-
sand, Nathaniel   Parker Willis. The ambivalence may not at $ rst be apparent, 

 Figure %:      Frontispiece from Charles Astor   Bristed’s  The Upper Ten Thousand  (#%&(). 
Bristed, the heir to a New York real-estate fortune, drew his $ ctional self-portrait in the 
character of Harry Masters, who here shows off his son to an English visitor. “Isn’t he a 

beauty?” Masters boasts. “Isn’t he a whole team and one horse extra?” Bristed, for his part, 
seems even prouder of what Masters is wearing: an orange cashmere and rose silk dressing 

gown, tied with “a tasselled cord that looked like a very superior style of bell-pull.”  
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because Willis had a weakness for the trappings of wealth at their most fey. 
“Unmitigated new hat is truly frightful,” he would advise a hypothetical col-
lege boy, while impersonating a decadent uncle. “Short hair on a young man 
looks to me madhousey. Ugh! Straight or curly, leave it long enough to make 
a bootlace for a lady! And see that it looks threadable by slight $ ngers.” As 
for shoes: “Patent leather, of course, till death.”  ("   

 Figure !:      Frontispiece from Matthew Hale   Smith’s  Sunshine and Shadow in New York  
(#%*%). Smith’s compendium treats such varied subjects as politics, religion, publishing, 

crime, and entertainment. Smith views New York as a city of extremes: its religious 
philanthropists are the world’s $ nest, but at the same time a “worse population than can 

be found in New York does not inhabit the globe.” Smith treats his readers to detailed 
discussions of high and low.  
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 But there was a serious mind beneath the camp and frippery. Or, as Willis 
put it, addressing himself in the voice of one of his friends, “Ah, mi-boy! 
that pious infancy of yours! It oozes through the after crust of your man-
hood in drops of poetry!” Willis was a child of New England, the eldest 
son of a strict Congregationalist deacon and his indulgent wife. The deacon 
had edited a religious newspaper in Boston, and he and his wife somehow 
endowed their offspring with all the genetic and cultural equipment neces-
sary for ruthless ascent into New York literary celebrity.  (#   

 In capturing the attention of high society, the Willis siblings were 
 formidable. Nathaniel founded and edited the  Home Journal , ancestor to 
today’s  Town and Country . His brother Richard composed “It Came Upon 
a Midnight Clear” and became one of the city’s most respected music critics. 
Sister Sara, under the name Fanny   Fern, became the highest-paid newspaper 
columnist in America.  ((   And brother Edward, after serving a prison sentence 
in Ohio for rape, served brie+ y as publicist and agent for Lola Montez, 
dancer and femme fatale. (The details are murky, but Edward was $ red 
either because he embezzled or because he lapsed into family habits and 
wrote an unauthorized account of his employer for the  New York Herald . 
After Montez recovered her temper, she hired him back. And then she $ red 
him again.  ()  ) 

 High society’s respect, by contrast, often eluded the Willises. It didn’t help 
that they quarreled with one another. After Nathaniel discouraged his sis-
ter’s literary ambitions, she took revenge by caricaturing him in her auto-
biographical novel  Ruth Hall . When the heroine is widowed, her brother 
frets that in her mourning she has given in too easily to a bad hair day. No 
one had any trouble recognizing Nathaniel. “Fashion is   his God,” another 
character says of him. “Sorrow in satin he can sympathize with, but sorrow 
in rags is too plebeian for his exquisite organization.”  ('   

 This was accurate. Fashion was Nathaniel’s god. But he wrote about it 
with more insight, nimbleness, and edge than any of his contemporaries. On 
a city without an opera: “Like a saloon without a mirror.” On the depre-
ciation of courtesy in New York: “Politeness   has gradually grown to be a 
sign of a man in want of money.” On a sudden vogue for a fabric still posh 
today: “‘ She had on a real Cashmere ’ would be sweeter, to a number of 
ladies, as a mention when absent, than ‘she had a beautiful expression about 
her mouth,’ or ‘she had such loveable manners,’ or ‘she is always trying to 
make somebody happier.’”  (&   

 For all his talent, Willis never wrote a solid book. The need to earn a 
living fettered him to magazine ephemera, a fate he accepted with a pose 
of tragic resignation: “The hot needle through the eye of the gold$ nch bet-
ters his singing, they say.” After he abandoned sacred poetry in early youth, 
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Willis’s ambition took a conventionally serious form only once, in a public 
lecture on fashion at the   Broadway Tabernacle in #%''. In the lecture, Willis 
made explicit his peculiar, and peculiarly   democratic, understanding of fash-
ion, which he called an “inner republic.”  (*   

 He began by de$ ning fashion as “a position in society” that different cul-
tures awarded to different traits. In France, it went to intellectual and artis-
tic achievement; in England, to beauty and cocksureness. In both countries, 
according to Willis, the “$ rst principle” of fashion was “rebellion against 
unnatural authority,” because fashion forced the ruling class to acknowl-
edge people of merit born outside it. The particular acknowledgment that 
he had in mind was sexual, although he didn’t say so explicitly. Through 
fashion – that is, through a selection of spouses prompted by fashion – the 
English upper class ensured that their children would be attractive and bold, 
and the French, that theirs would be intelligent. Although the principle of 
fashion might be revolutionary, its effect was   conservative, by a kind of 
sexual engrossment. 

 What did American fashion reward? “ Conspicuousness in expense ,” Willis 
wrote with dismay. (A few years later, he would identify New York as “ the 
point where money is spent most freely for pleasure .”) He hoped that this 
preference was temporary and that Americans could change it by force of 
will. But he feared that no one would bother to take the problem seriously. 
Like Willis himself, fashion seemed tri+ ing to most people. He insisted it 
wasn’t, because it determined which virtues the ruling class would welcome 
into their beds and thereby into the   elite.  (,   

 Willis was an outsider. Nothing shows it so clearly as the frankness with 
which he analyzed how the insiders reproduced themselves. To observers 
who genuinely belonged to the elite, such a problem remained politely invis-
ible. They found other issues much more urgent and alarming. It was, for 
example, a catastrophe that the standard New York brownstone was only 
(& feet wide. 

 Because of it, New Yorkers could not throw parties in their home city 
as exquisite as those they threw in Paris, complained   Régis de Trobriand, 
who knew whereof he spoke because he was a baron and was married to a 
daughter of the president of the Chemical Bank. Trobriand made his lament 
in the  Revue du nouveau-monde , a biweekly journal that he edited and 
published in New York in #%'! and #%&". The French-language journal 
reprinted Lamartine’s poetry and Sainte-Beuve’s criticism, in the hope that 
Americans might come to know French culture directly rather than through 
“the deceitful veil of British lucubrations,” as Trobriand put it. It also fea-
tured Trobriand’s own commentary on New York high   society.  (%   
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 Given the miserable dimensions of a New York house, “one may guess 
what feeble resources are available to a host for assembling a dancing 
multitude inside it,” Trobriand wrote. “He can only offer two or three 
rooms, with no passageway between them other than a narrow corridor, 
half of which is encroached upon by a staircase.” Supper had to be served 
upstairs, and before a guest could make her formal entrée to a party, she 
had to climb as far as the third + oor to deposit her coat. (Once she made 
the climb, however, she would discover a room where she could repair her 
toilette – a  much-appreciated innovation that had not yet reached Paris, 
Trobriand admitted.) There was nowhere for the men to stand and talk, 
or sit and play cards. What was to be done? Fortunately, the baron was 
able to report that the revolution was  en marche . Along Fifth Avenue a 
few altruistic New Yorkers had taken it upon themselves to build houses 
whose + oorplans stretched across two, three, and in some cases four tra-
ditional lots.  (!   

 Not everyone recognized the tragedy of the “twenty-$ ve-feet-front-
and-take-off-your-things-in-the-third-story balls,” as Willis called them.    
  Bristed agreed that narrow buildings were “very inconvenient,” but he 
saw a much graver threat to social order in the “foreign   dances of lus-
cious and familiar character” that were taking New York by storm – the 
polka, the redowa, and the schottisch. The polka, in particular, seemed to 
him as infectious and deleterious as a disease, and his dislike was widely 
shared. In fact the middle-aged rich men of #%&"s New York hated the 
polka almost as consistently as they hated abolitionists. In his diary, the 
merchant George   Templeton Strong denounced it as “a kind of insane 
Tartar jig performed to a disagreeable music of an uncivilized character.” 
In the  Lorgnette , another biweekly journal of New York high society, 
the satirist   Donald G. Mitchell wrote that “I … think it highly probable 
that the movement may have found its way into domestic arrangements, 
and the baby be lulled, the dumb waiter rise and fall, and the cook stove 
rotate – polka-wise.”  )"   

 The polka was athletic. Sometimes   a woman who danced it was obliged 
to borrow a gentleman’s handkerchief to pat her neck dry. Sometimes the 
case was much worse. After “polking” with a Miss Friskin, who wore a 
green silk dress, Bristed’s Harry Masters discovered that his white waist-
coat, pants, and cravat “were all stained green, as if I had been playing with 
a gigantic butter+ y.” When Jonathan Slick, a Yankee hick invented by the 
novelist   Ann S. Stephens, toured New York’s high life, he saw a couple dance 
the polka and felt sure the woman had been ruined by the intimacy. “If the 
gal means to git married, her bread will be all dough again, arter this,” Slick 
  commented.  )#   
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 Almost invariably, polka hatred was accompanied by a further regret, 
namely, that high society was not really fun for anyone but teenagers. Like 
the easily fatigued of every era, mature socialites protested that they went to 
parties to talk not to dance. Or rather, that’s why they would go, if they did, 
but they didn’t.   According to Willis, a foreigner invited to a New York party 
was heard to exclaim, “Charming children! but where are the grown-up 
people?”  )(   

 In addressing this problem, there was not a surfeit of intellectual coher-
ence. Some of the older men seem to have turned prickly because younger 
ones had sidelined them, and they vented their disgruntlement by deriding 
middle-aged women who tadpoled. In the  Lorgnette ,   Mitchell sneered at 
women who, “grown a little anxious on the score of their own age, are very 
willing to commute the stock of years, by balancing the polka with a boy.” 
  Bristed concurred, and he argued, in a logic contorted by dudgeon, that 
since women acquired “world-knowledge” faster than men, equality of age 
between a man and a woman was in fact “virtual disproportion.” Between 
a twenty-three-year-old woman and a twenty-three-year-old man, there was 
such an egregious disparity in emotional maturity that if they married, she 
would be tempted not only to despise him but also to “form a low of opin-
ion of men, as men.” Naturally this would lead to bankruptcy, early death, 
and season tickets to the opera.  ))   

 Bristed knew exactly what to do. Young men should be kept out of soci-
ety until they acquired the mental wherewithal to dominate women. In the 
meantime the young women, Bristed generously conceded, could stay. Thus 
instead of parties where young men danced with middle-aged women, there 
would be parties where  middle-aged  men  talked  with  young  women. Now 
isn’t that better? Before anyone spends too long wondering why Bristed 
thought so, it is worthwhile to consult   George Templeton Strong’s diary 
entry of April #), #%&(: “Much scandal a+ oat here touching our New York 
Society in Paris … how Bristed keeps a grisette, and how Mrs. Bristed met 
the couple somewhere and the two ladies   clapperclawed.”  )'   

 As it happens,   Willis also knew exactly what to do. According to him, 
middle-aged women weren’t the problem. On the contrary, he exalted 
them. “The most delightful age of woman, in cultivated society, is … when 
she is wise enough to be an adviser and counselor to a male friend, and yet 
attractive enough to awaken no less respect than admiration,” he wrote. 
He was con$ dent that the conversation of “married belles” would intel-
lectualize the social gatherings now frittered away in carnal dancing, and 
so he urged them to rebel against the convention that retired women from 
society as soon as they were married – to resist “the re-podding of the 
once-shelled pea.”  )&   
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 When outraged husbands objected that Willis was encouraging immoral-
ity, he invited them to read an entomologist’s description of the life cycle of 
the coccus:

  The males have wings, and, having no care for food, go and come as they 
please. The females have no wings, and live by suction of plants to which they 
$ x themselves at an early period of their life and remain immovable till death. 
When impregnated, they spread their bodies over the eggs and so perish into a 
membrane, or egg, which the young ones break through and destroy, in com-
ing into life.  )*     

 Did American wives have to share the fate of female scale   insects  ? 

 According to family legend, when the Baron   de Trobriand was nine years 
old, he and his classmate   Baudelaire debated whether the sins they told in 
confessional were really kept secret. As a test, Trobriand volunteered to his 
confessor that he and some friends were planning to burn the school down. 
He was promptly expelled.  ),   It would be pleasant to imagine that the inci-
dent decided Baudelaire’s character, but at the time Baudelaire would have 
been four, which seems rather young for complicity, even in his   case. 

 Whether the story is true or apocryphal, Trobriand grew up to be a person 
sophisticated about secrets and skeptical of pieties. (He also grew up to be 
brave: in the Civil War, he would command the Lafayette Guard, a militia 
of Franco-Americans, and would $ ght valiantly at Gettysburg.) In his col-
umn for the  Revue , Trobriand agreed with   Bristed,   Mitchell, and   Willis that 
New York society was overrun with the young. But his analysis went much 
further than theirs – so much further that he might qualify as the historical 
original of the amorous, mustache-twirling Frenchman of popular culture 
(cf., for example, Jacques, the bowling tutor who tried to estrange Marge 
Simpson from Homer). 

 In Europe, a party was a   microcosm of the social world, Trobriand 
wrote. Every important kind of person could be found there, and a boy 
who attended in search of simple pleasures was soon challenged by complex 
ones, which inveigled him into a sentimental education. He met mature men 
he wished to emulate and mature women he wished to please. “La passion, 
c’est la vie,” Trobriand proclaimed, and it was the romance of these new 
friendships that ripened boy into man. 

 Alas, “in America there is none of this,” Trobriand continued, darkly. 
Parents sheltered their children from passion instead of prompting them to 
explore it. And they knew almost nothing about it themselves. Custom and 
a cycle of chores isolated mothers, and business-minded fathers thought 
socializing was ephemeral and silly.  )%   
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 The result was the   polka; society was insipid. A “ good  young man” might 
be satis$ ed by it, Trobriand supposed (here the reader must silently supply 
whatever the word for “ninny” is in French), but a passionate one would turn 
elsewhere. To a brothel, probably. If he could channel his thwarted passion into 
scholarship or politics, he might save his health and morals, but even then he 
would never develop the emotional richness that he would have in European 
society. In some unspeci$ able,   Jamesian way, he would remain stunted. 

 “Leave,   cross the ocean; go spend a few years in Europe, and you will 
return from it men,” Trobriand counseled the upper-class adolescent boys of 
America. But he wondered what would happen if they did. “Having become 
men, would they want to return?” he asked, anticipating by half a century 
the plot of  The   Ambassadors .  )!   

 In the meantime, on this side of the Atlantic, society would only improve 
if wives were allowed to indulge “the little passions that are, so to speak, the 
small change of the great ones.” In Trobriand’s opinion, it was “une injus-
tice + agrante” that New Yorkers looked the other way when a girl + irted 
but refused to extend the same courtesy to a married woman. And while he 
was on the subject of passion, he had some advice for American husbands. 
Providing was not enough. What men gave their wives had to be “ennobled 
by that multitude of details in private life whose nuances are to the heart of 
women what tears of dew are to the calyx of   + owers.”  '"   

   Bristed of course objected: Trobriand’s analysis was hopelessly French 
and largely immoral, and in marriage “if either party has a right to expect 
amusement of the other, it is the  man .”  '#   So move to the provinces, Trobriand 
replied. There you will $ nd all the stagnant domesticity and deference to 
male prerogative you desire  . There the polka will not trouble you. Just bear 
in mind the verdict of the novelist   Jules Sandeau: “There is nothing so odi-
ous as the race of small towns; it is the last degree of perversion and brutish-
ness that a man living in society may come to.”  '(   

 “I look in despairing bewilderment at my white gloves,” the rich, young, 
bookish George   Templeton Strong con$ ded to his diary in #%'*, after com-
ing home from a tea party. “Confusion between the ego and the non-ego is 
embarrassing.”  ')   

 The culture of wealth did not necessarily make those who lived in it 
happy or comfortable. Its best chroniclers, like Strong, are those who could 
see the existential chinks in the façade. While he was courting, Strong 
joked that he wished “there wasn’t any such thing as money in the world, 
or that every one was comfortably supported by the state.” He didn’t really 
wish any such thing, but he worried that he wouldn’t be able to afford 
the woman he fell in love with. He was a rising, successful lawyer, and his 
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father was an established, successful lawyer, who would soon build him a 
large house on Gramercy Park. But the $ nancial pressures on marriage were 
enormous. Rich young women went to rich young men, and the historian 
Sven   Beckert has discovered that at least one credit agency reported on 
$ nancially signi$ cant matches. When Bristed’s $ ctional Englishman won-
dered aloud whether wealthy Americans married for money, his host told 
him, in a turn of phrase that evoked   Mose the $ reman, “They don’t marry 
for anything else.” For several years after his marriage, Strong’s anxiety 
about money, if anything, increased. “Oh, for 9#"",""" – well invested!” 
he wrote in #%&#. “A skillful operation resulting in an enormous pro$ t 
with no risk has all the charm for me now of poetry or   romance.”  ''   

 The intersection of love and money made for “a sadness which can hardly 
be explained,” according to   George William Curtis, another keen inside 
observer of the mid-century elite. In his youth Curtis had seriously con-
sidered the   socialism that Strong merely joked about. At Brook Farm, the 
  Transcendentalist commune not far from   Emerson’s Concord, Curtis expe-
rienced “manure and dish-water” and debated utopian philosophy. Clothes-
pins fell out of his pockets at the evening dances. He was said to have been 
so beautiful that boys and girls alike fell in love with him. He continued 
farming in Concord for a couple of years after he left the community, and in 
an accident he cut his hand. He carried the scar back to New York.  '&   

 It seems almost too perfect an emblem. No doubt there were many nights 
when the hand that Curtis had wounded in the service of idealism was 
worn inside a white glove like Strong’s.  The Potiphar Papers , Curtis’s sat-
ire of high society, reads as if it had been written by that gloved hand and 
shared in its doubleness. In the $ ction, each chapter of which is narrated 
by a different character, Curtis recorded the betrayals he saw among the 
wealthy, which were for the most part self-betrayals. Of the foppish, unem-
ployed men too old to dance but not yet middle-aged, he wrote, “The seal 
of their shame is their own smile at their early dreams.” Curtis wished to 
smile instead at the smilers. The humor doesn’t quite come off. Despite 
his sarcasm, which is often cruel, his characters manage to be poignant. 
Mr. and Mrs. Potiphar feel bullied by the lifestyle that their social position 
obliges them to buy, but that is the least of their troubles. The worst is, 
neither of them has married for true love. They have compromised for the 
sake of money, and each turns now for comfort to a nostalgic fantasy of 
what might have been. Not even their disappointment is shared with each 
other – only with the reader. “I shall never be in love again,” Mr. Potiphar 
soliloquizes, as he remembers the girl he didn’t marry. Then he echoes the 
gospel of Mark, in a line that would have pleased   Thoreau: “In getting my 
fortune I have lost my real     life.”  '*   
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